CEROC DANCE SOUTH AFRICA 2019
Welcome to Ceroc Dance 2018. At Ceroc we aim to equip you with fun survival moves for
the dance floor. You are welcome to attend any group class without booking. Give yourself
at least 4 classes to get into the swing of things. It’s best to attend beginners for 3 months
and then branch out to the advanced classes and workshops. No partner needed as classes
are rotational. (If you find this a scary thought then ask about our private classes). Ceroc
teaches a basic sokkie and loads of great dips spins and drops. We have monthly Makiti
Dances with 300 plus people attending. We compete and perform so there is loads of
opportunity for you to branch out if you wish to. Its addictive. So, clear your social calendar
and we will see you at Ceroc.

What to expect and what we teach.

GROUP CLASSES OFFERED FOR ONCE OFF CLASSES AND MEMBERSHIPS
Group classes are fun, they challenge your learning pace a little, but it means you can take
and leave which moves you want. They are rotational and which provides space for
repetition without getting bored. This creates an enjoyable atmosphere as everyone is in
the same boat and you will briefly get to meet most people in the rotation. After class is
freestyle for about an hour.
Venue: Hellenic Community Centre of Pretoria. Corner or Roper str and Brook str.
Secure Parking entrance is on Brook str.
TIMES
Monday Brooklyn Studio Greek Church Hall
7pm to 8pm Absolute Beginners and Advanced with Freestyle till 9pm.
Thursday Brooklyn Studio Greek Church Hall
7pm to 8pm - Intermediate with Freestyle till 9pm

GROUP CLASSES FOR SINGLES AND COUPLES
Memberships Prices
Registration - R250 per person
Singles - R385 x 6 payments: Couples - R750 x 6 Payments
Students Under 23 years – R325 X 6 Payments; Couples - R550 x 6 Payments
Non-Members - R130 per night per person.

Membership allows you access to all class nights, monthly for 6 months. You also receive a R20
discount at the month end Makiti Dance. Debit Order 1st of the Month or Advanced full payment.
**Prices subject to change with prior notice.

